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The purpose of  this Education Pack is 
to provide an introduction to the story 

of  “Sprog and Hatico” for children aged 

3 to 6:  

1.The activities at the beginning of  the pack link in to the themes 

and characters in the story. They are for you to introduce your 

class to the characters and get them excited about our visit. All 

the activities are voluntary, except the song, which the children 

should learn before our visit. 

2. The song lyrics and tracks are provided so that the children 

can be familiar with the participatory song linked with the story, 

before we arrive on story day.  We’ll be singing and dancing to the 

choruses with them, but they could learn the whole thing if  you’re 

feeling ambitious. 

3. There are also activities at the end of  the pack for after the  
musical story has visited your nursery/school to reiterate what 

the children have learnt. These are all voluntary. 

SO HERE WE GO ...  



Have you met Sprog and Hatico?  

Sprog and Hatico are Sister and Brother. They are 
also aliens who live far far away, on a different 
planet, in a different galaxy. It would take us a 
really long time to travel to their home. Their 

planet is called Sprogico… 

Can you say that?  
SPROG - I - CO 



 

ACTIVITY 1: 
STAR GAZING 

Find some pictures of  stars, moons, planets and space. You 
could look in books, magazines or on the internet for different 

examples of  these things. 

SO, WHAT’S THE STORY? 
Sprog and Hatico live in a very different place to our 
home. They are happy on their planet, until it gets too 
close to the sun and becomes very hot - everything 

around them starts to dry up. 

They have to leave their home and find somewhere else 
to live, and quickly! 

Can you imagine having to leave your home suddenly, 
with only a few minutes to choose what to take with 
you? What would our world be like without water, or 

plants, or food? 

Sprog and Hatico streak through the sky in their 
spaceships and end up landing in Glasgow, here on 

planet Earth.  
What adventures will they get up to here?  

Who will they meet? 
Let’s imagine all of  the different people we could meet 

on a day out in Glasgow…  



ACTIVITY 2: PEOPLE OF GLASGOW 
Can you imagine being on a day out in Glasgow? Think of  all 

the different people you’d meet. 

In this game, we match the person to the place they belong… 
e.g. The butcher works in the butcher shop. So we circle the 

butcher & the butcher shop & join them together. 

 

Butcher Shop
Train Driver

Museum

Waiter Older lady
Train Station

Bench
Puppy

Tourists

Park Butcher Restaurant



SONG SHEET - TRACKS 1 AND 2 
Sprog and Hatico love to sing and this is their favourite song. 
You can learn the chorus (in bold) or the whole thing! 

I look up at the stars - what a view! 
I’m not scared of the dark, as long as I’m with you. 

Brother and sister and the big bright moon. 
It makes me want to sing our favourite tune! 

Sprog Hatico Sprog Hatico 
Sprog Hatico Sprog Hatico 
Sprog Hatico Sprog Hatico 
Sprog Hatico Sprog Hatico 

Whenever we’re apart, I’m so blue 
I go um and I go ah, I don’t know what to do 

We’re two peas in a pod, we’re like the perfect pair. 
If you need me, sing this song and I’ll be there! 

 
Sprog Hatico Sprog Hatico 
Sprog Hatico Sprog Hatico 
Sprog Hatico Sprog Hatico 
Sprog Hatico Sprog Hatico 

We turn around and touch the ground. 
We tap our nose, make a (hiccup) sound. 

We turn around and touch the ground. 
We tap our nose, make a (hiccup) sound. 
 
Sprog Hatico Sprog Hatico (Echo) 
Sprog Hatico Sprog Hatico (Echo) 
Sprog Hatico Sprog Hatico (Echo) 
Sprog Hatico Sprog Hatico (Echo) 

Music by Alan Penman, lyrics by Natalie Toyne. © Oak Note SCIO 



ACTIVITY 3: SPOT THE 
INSTRUMENT! 

All of  these are musical instruments. They come from different 

countries around the planet Earth.  
They look very different. They also make very different sounds. If  you 

put them together they can make the best kind of  sounds! 

  

🎼 Listen to to track 3 -  
Can you guess what musical instrument is making that sound? Yes, it’s the drums! 

🎼 Listen to to track 4 -  
Can you guess what musical instrument is making that sound? Yes, it’s a setar! 

🎼 Listen to to track 5 -  
Can you guess what musical instrument is making that sound? Yes, it’s a piano! 

🎼 Now Play track 6 and listen to the wonderful sound the instruments make 
when they work together!  

This is a Piano - it 
makes a tinkly 
sound when you 
press the keys. It 
was first made in 
Italy. 

This is a Drum Kit - a group 
of  different kinds of  drums 
of  different sizes. A drum 

makes a short banging noise 
when you hit its tight skin. 
Drums are used in lots of  

countries around the world.

This is a Setar -  it 
makes a twangy 
sound when you 

strum the strings. 
It comes from the 

country of  Iran.



ACTIVITY 4: MAKE YOUR OWN STAR 
Here is a template to print and make your own 3d star  



What to do: 

1. Have an adult cut out your star pieces (thin cardboard works best) 

2. Paint or draw on your star pieces 



3. Decorate your star pieces (Be careful not to cover the slits with decoration or 
glue!) 

5. Once they’re dry, slide one piece of  the star into the other 

To finish them off, you could add a string and hang your star from the ceiling or you 
can add a lolly pop stick so you can take your star wherever you go.  

You might want to bring your star to the musical story show!  



ACTIVITY 5: COLOURFUL FRIENDS 
 Colour in Sprog and Hatico, our new friends from far away. 

Sprog, by ……………………………… 



Hatico, by ………………………………. 



Post-show education pack 

On the next few pages are some 
activities you can do with your class 

once we’ve told the story and done the 
workshop. 

These should help you revisit and 
further explore the themes and ideas 
explored before and during our visit.  



ACTIVITY A: GREETINGS! 

It’s after the show 
And now we know 

How Sprog and Hatico say hello!  

Can you remember? 

Thats right - Turn around, touch the ground, tap your nose and 
hiccup! 

When you first meet someone, being welcoming is very important and makes 
them feel really warm and happy to see you.  

Let’s make a new greeting that everyone in the nursery/class can learn to 
greet guests. This will be your class’s special way to make visitors feel really 
welcome. 

 What actions do you love to do?  

  <Jump>  <Hop>  <Wiggle>? 

 How  Fast or  Slow  can you move your body? Which one do you 

think is most welcoming? 

 What can you do with your Face to show guests they are welcome?

  Explore different expressions and choose actions that draw 
attention to them. 

 Are there any  welcoming  words you can  say or  sing to 

accompany your actions?  
 Keep this simple and it will be very nice to hear. 

String these actions and words together and practice them until they are 
easy for everyone. 

Once the whole class is brilliant at the welcome routine, why not make a 
video of  everybody welcoming guests and you can share it around even 
more!  



ACTIVITY B: HELLO HELLO! 

We know that Sprog and Hatico speak a different language on 
Sprogico. But lots of  people who live on planet Earth also 

speak different languages too. 

Let’s learn some different ways of  saying Hello from around 
the world. 

 

In France, the French way to say hello is  
BONJOUR!  

You pronounce this Bohn-jooor. 

Did you know, they speak French in other countries too? In Canada and lots of African 
countries as well 

 

Polish people say DZIEŃ DOBRY to mean Hello 

You pronounce this Jien- Dobbbray 

Did you know that Poland and Scotland have had a great relationship for hundreds of 
years? We have lots of Polish friends here in Scotland. 

 

If  you’re speaking Arabic,  
you say MARHABAAN for Hello.  

You pronounce this Merrrr-ha-baaan. 

Did you know that Arabic is spoken in lots of countries - in the Middle East, across Africa 
and also in Europe.  

And Arabic isn’t the only language spoken in the Middle East. You could also learn hello in 
Farsi, Kurdish Kurmanji, Sorani, Hebrew, Aramaic etc. 

Who do you know that speaks a different language? Can you 
ask them to teach you their word for hello? How many can you 
collect? 



ACTIVITY C: WORD SEARCH 
(A Primary One activity) 

Can you find the following words in this jumble of  letters 
above? 

WELCOME HATICO

SPROG SING

NEW FRIEND

HICCUP LOVE



ACTIVITY D: WHAT’S FOR DINNER? 
It’s not just languages that are different around the world. 

Planet earth has lots of  countries and they all have different 
foods. Look what Sprog and Hatico’s friends are having… 

Luigi from Italy loves 
“Cheese and tomato pizza” 

Akari from Japan loves 
“Sukiyaki - a beef  and tofu soup” 

Hassan from Syria loves 
“Chicken kebab with Kurdish Salad” 

What’s your favourite meal?  

What country does it come from?  

Would you like to draw a picture of  it? 



It’s time for Sprog and Hatico to say goodbye! 
 

But don’t be sad, they were so happy to meet you. 

Thanks for sharing our story and being so 
welcoming to someone new and different!  

Keep up the good work and let’s welcome more 
people in Glasgow.


